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THE AWAKENING OF THOUGHT IN CHILDREN
Rudolf Steiner.

From "Study of su«: (August-September, 1919) Lecture VI
by kind permission of the Rudolf Steiner-N achlassverwaltung,Dornach,
Switzerland.

If you look at the ?atter .

in this way, from. the e?ucatio7:1al
point of view, you will not wonder that the children differ with
regard to awakeness of consciousness. For you will find that

children in whom the feeling life predominates are dreamy children;
if thought is not fully aroused in such children they will certainly
incline to dreaminess. This must be an incentive to you to work
upon such children through strong feeling. And you can reasonably
hope that these strong feelings will awaken clear thought in them,
for, following the rhythm of life, everything that is asleep has the
tendency sometime to awaken. If we have a child who broods
dreamily in its feeling life, and we approach him with strong feelings,
after some time these feelings awaken of themselves as thoughts.
Children who brood still more and are even dull in their feeling life,
will reveal specially strong tendencies in their will life. By studying
these. things you bring knowledge to bear on many a problem in
child life. You may get a child in school who behaves like a true
dullard. If you were immediately to decide "That is a weak-minded,
a stupid child," if you tested him with experimental psychology,
with wonderful memory tests and all the other things which are
done now in psychological pedagogical laboratories, and if you then
said, "stupid child in his whole disposition; belongs to the school
for the feeble-minded, or to the new popular schools for backward
children," you would be very far from understanding the real nature
of the child. It may be that the child has special powers in the
region of the will; he may be one of those children who, out of his
choleric nature will develop active energy in his later life. But
at present the will is asleep. And if the thinking cognition in the
child is destined not to appear until later, then he must be treated
appropriately so that in his later life he may be able to work with
active energy. At first he seems to be a veritable dullard, but it
may be that he is not that at all. And you must know how to awaken
the will in a child of this kind. That means that you must work
into his waking sleep-condition in such a way that later on-because
all sleeping has a tendency to change into waking-this sleep is
gradually wakened up into conscious will, a will that is perhaps verystrong, only it is at present overpowered by the sleeping element.You must treat a child of this kind by building as little as possible
?n his pow?rs of kf!-owin?,on his understanding, bu?by "hammering"
m some thmgs which will work strongly on the will, by letting him'!lalkwhile he.sp?aks. You will not have many such children, but
rn a case of this kind you can call the child out from the class-which
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! will be stimulating to the other children, and educative for the

child himself-and get him to say sentence? and accompany h??
words by movements. Thus: "Man (step) ?s (?tep)go?d (step).
In this way you combine the whole human bemg m the will element
with the merely intellectual element in cognition, and you c'!-11
gradually bring it about that the will is awakened into ?boughtm
such a child. It is not until we realise that in the wakmg human
being we have to do with different conditions of consciousness, with
waking, dreaming, and sleeping, that we are bro?ght to a true

knowledge of our task with regard to the growing child.

THINKING AND IMAGINATION IN CHILDHOOD
A. C. Harwood.

Thegreat change that has come over thinking in hum? history
is the advance from pictorial thinking to abstract or pictureless
thinking. The evidence for the change is abundant. ?he

consciousness of early mankind expressed itself in myth. and fairy
tale and not in general statements. The early Hellenes did not say
'I had a thought' but 'Pallas Athene spoke to me.' Sleep was a god
who came and closed the eyes. Spring was Persephone rising from
the underworld. The most ordinary actions of life were expressed
in pictures which were immensely real .andconcret?. Words ·?s?aped
the barrier of the teeth.' A man did not say I w? afraid? but
'My dear knees were loosed.' ,:Umost?yery w:or?c?nta1?eda p1ct?r?
of some concrete experience. Plenty m Latin is either abundantia
-the overflowing of a river (?n?a) or 'uber?as' ·?dde.riness'whe:e
we almost experience the squirting of the nch m1?kmto the pail.
'Triumph' has as its root 'ter' and 'pes'----;-thedance m three me?ure
into which the foot involuntarily broke m moments of sudden Joy.
More than most European .languages, English has lost the sense of
the concrete picture experience both through the lost m<:mory of
Anglo-Saxon roots and through the large number of Lati!l words
which have been incorporated in the language smce the sixteenth

century, words of whose pictorial origin w?.are fo?t?emo?!par? n?
longer conscious. When we speak of [nsula'tion {!r

,

isolation
we do not form any picture of an island. 'Exaggeration does not
make us feel as though we were throwing more earth on a mound.
In fact we are so used to the abstract non-pictorial word that. we ?re
apt to laugh at expressions in languages which have kept the p1ct?nal
element- more apparent. 'Waffenstillstand"--:-weapon-st:i,nd-?t?-;-
seems to us a clumsy expression for an 'armistice -an.d yet armistice

co!ltains precisely the same pic?ure of th.e grounding ?f weapons.
'Fmgerhut' -finger hat-seems slightly ludicrous for a thimble.. Yet
thimble-thumb instrument-contained much the same picture
for our Anglo-Saxon ancestors who first used it. In the first dawn
of language, whether some concrete thing had to be ?amed, or an

experience to be described, the word always evoked an image and the
picture experience has left its trace in word, and story and myth.
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But we can also take another path to the same discovery. We
can examine the moments when our own intellectual consciousness
of today is repressed and dimmed. Our dreams present our experien-
ces and waking thoughts to us in the form of pictures. We return
to something like the consciousness of earlier mankind. A bad
conscience may be seen as a monster pursuing us. We may find
ourselves rooted to the ground like Daphne, or flying through the
air like Procne. All manner of pictures rise spontaneously once the
restraining hand of intellectual consciousness has been withdrawn.

One of the many ways in which childhood presents us with a
miniature of all human development is that it shows a similar progres-
sion from a pictorial to an abstract consciousness. We can see how
the mind of the little child seizes on the suggestive form or gesture
in any object and turns it into some related shape. A forked stick
is a man, a leaf is a fish or a boat, pebbles are cakes or coins,
and all things suggest something else, as they did to those earlier
country folk who gave to flowers the names of Lady's Slipper, or

Shepherd's Purse, or Cranesbill, or Day's. Eye, or Dent du Lion. This
kind of fantasy, based on inherent gesture, is one of the earliest forms
of consciousness in childhood, and if it is not killed it furnishes the
poet's eye with an ever new vision of familiar things. The poems of
Andrew Young are shot through with fantasy of this order. We
see a haystack with a new eye when we read :

"Too dense to have a door,
Window or fireplace or a floor,
They saw this cottage up,
Huge bricks of grass, clover and buttercup
Carting to byre and stable

.

Where cow and horse will eat wall, roof and gable."
We see an orchard in early summer all the more vividly because

no one has previously presented it to us in quite this way:
"And dandelions flood
The orchards as though apple trees
Dropped in the grass ripe oranges."

It is in such poems as these that we can best recapture with
our adult minds the consciousness of childhood when almost any-
thing may turn into almost anything, and when (without the stimulus
of fear) 'how easy is a bush supposed a bear.' The consciousness of
little children is deeply dependent on the world around them and
what they are doing with it, but it is not the world which we see.
Our gaze is passive and receptive, the children's is active and creative.
It is from the will activity in which they are immersed that the
pictures of their fantasy spring. Never will you see a small child
(as you will often see an older child or an adult) doing one thing and
thinking about another. Will and thought are as one, and the
concentration is complete. Happy is the man who can maintain such
singleness of mind in his later years.
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As the child advances towards the seventh year his thinking
gradually becomes freed from the sphere of his immedic1:tewill activity.
But it is still entirely pictorial and concrete. The child understands
a king giving commands; he does not understand l?ws and govern-
ments. He appreciates what men do, not econon:1c causes ?r the

laws of probability. He lives in immediate expenence and is not

troubled by the unreal future or the unremembered past.

In our modern age, sometimes with extreme subtlety and so?e-
times with extraordinary crudity, the ?hole appara?us of education

is directed to awaken the child as quickly as _poss?bleto abstract
pictureless thinking. The process generally begms with the teach1?S:
of letters. These letters once represented something real. An S

was perhaps a hissing snake, an 'I' a fly or a darting fish. Bu? all
this has disappeared, and the letters are now complete abstractions

quite unrelated to the sounds they represent. And once the letters

have been learnt the floodgates are open to every _kindof abstraction.
Scientific laws, theories of evolution, astronomicalhypothe?es, all
such things are explained to the children in simple terms but llil such

a way as to accustom them to a pictureless thinking: Re?ember
only that until a few centuries ago it would have been 1m:po??1ble,!or'

any one to grasp anything so abstract as.the 'law of gravity. Nick

Bottom the weaver would have observed that the eye of man hath

not hea?d,the ear of man hath not seen, man's hand is. not. able to

taste nor his heart to conceive what the law of gravity is. Yet

we n?wadaysexpound such things to our children when their mother's

milk is scarcely out of them.

It is, however, one oi the objects of a Rudolf Steiner e?ucationto
preserve and fortify the picture-forming faculty of the m!ndas long
as possible and to carry it forward to the age of matunty. There

are many ways in which the attempt is made and.m:tny reasons for

making the attempt, of which only a few charactenstlc exa?pl?s c?n
be given in the space of a short article. The reaso?s for d?mgit will

essentially affect the method, and must therefore be taken first.

If a distinction is made between fantasy and imagination?t ?ay
perhaps be profitably drawn on these lines, though a?y distinction

will naturally not be a definite one when the two Jhmgsmerge. so

closely into each other. Fantasy is a new repre?enta?1?no!somethm.g
already familiar. Its root meaning is 'a makmg visible. But this

may be taken to mean not merely a making.visible of.t.he external
object, but also of its inner qualities. And mner qualities are o?ly
revealed by pictures. That is why poets are always end?avounng
to answer the question posed explicitly by Shelley m the Ode to a

Skylark'-'What is most like thee?' Indeed this. whole ode with

its series of pictures, each revealing some new attribute of th? sky-
lark and its song, is a classical example of the exercise of fantasy.
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Imagination, on the other hand, is the pure making of images. In
the wonderful passage on imagination in Shakespeare's Midsummer
Night's Dream, this making of something, as it were, out of nothing
is very clearly expressed.

"And as imagination bodies forth
The forms of things unknown, the poet's pen
Tums them to shapes and gives to airy nothing
A local habitation and a name."

In the sense of this distinction therefore it may be said that children
progress through the stage of fantasy to that of imagination. Now,
to begin at the most practical level, imagination in the sense of
revealing the unknown is one of the most useful faculties for ordinarylife, which is always presenting us with unforeseen situations. There
is always a choice between foreseeing the unknown future by imagina-
tion or learning by experience, that is by the mistakes which are made
through the lack of imagination. I remember the case of a veryhard-headed business man who threatened to take his child away from
Michael Hall because, although he was in general content with his
child's progress, he could not agree with 'all this painting and imagina-• tive nonsense'. Happily something had recently occurred in the
neighbourhood, where the school then was, which enabled me to
convince him that there might be something in imagination after all.
It was in the days when .London was going over from the pleasant
old milkcans which rattled so agreeably in the milkmen's floats, to
the bottle-and-factory method of distribution. In the very road
where this man lived a large milkbottling centre (the children called
it a milk factory) had been established with new machinery for sealing
the bottles with a round cardboard stopper which snuggled nicely
inside the rim of the bottle. It was a pretty device, but unfortunately
the inventor had not used the eye of imagination to body forth the
shapes of things unknown. He had not seen the bottle standing in
the early hours on Mr. Smith's doorstep while the London traffic
began rolling past, depositing a fine layer of dust in the hollow
conveniently made for its reception. Nor had he visualised Mrs.
Smith opening the bottle by pushing the cardboard stopper down
into the milk with her thumb and licking the cream off while the
dust settled gently into the milk. Experience brought all these things
to light. Inspectors and Ministries entered on 'the scene. The
machinery had to be scrapped and new machinery installed a cost of I
forget how many thousands of pounds. The idea that lack of imagina-tion .co?d be assessed at a definite number of pounds proved all-
convmcmg to the hard-headed business man, and the child stayedat the school.

There is, however, a much deeper reason why the picture- formingelement should be preserved and fostered in childhood. Since the
dawn of the scientific age knowledge of the world has been sought
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in the realms of what can be numbered, measured and weighed. This

quantitative approach, however, is fundamentally only capable
of exploring the me?hanicaland <:hemicalworld. The _Processes of
life elude it. Even m the plant kmgdom modern botamcal research
cannot approach the forces which c?eat_ethe form and c?lour of the

lant. No botanist, holding a seed m his _hand,can explam ho? that
;eedwill attract to itself the forces which create a ?lower.with a

.

certain number and arrangement of petals, of a certam. colour and

texture, and possessing its own peculiar fragrance. Ru?kmexpressed
this failure of knowledge a hundred years ago when he said th.atscience
can explain how the apple falls from the tree bu? not how it g_etsup
on to it. Modern chemical treatmen? o.fthe s_otlproduces dts?ases
in plants for which the only remedy is mcreasmg sprays of poison,
and diseases in animals for 'Yhichwe hav? no reso?rce but wholesale

slaughter. In the higher kmgdoms of hfe.the failure ?ecomeseven
more marked. The human soul, its ongm and ?esti!1Y,and the

nature of its relation with the body, elude quantitative rese?rch.
Our abstract pictureless thinking of today has presented us. with a

world built up of mathematical constructs. But nobodym his heai:t
of hearts really accepts this view. Nobody really believes that his

home his friend, his dog and the plants in his garden are composed.of
math?maticalconstructs. But most people have no a?temabve
icture with which to confound this ma!hemati?alc?mception.of _thep
Id Yet we have reached the nadir of this kind · of thinking,

:iJ ?e shall either be overwhelmed b? the forces .it has released,
or we must awaken in ourselves a new km? of consc1o?ness c?pa?le
of understanding life. But life reveals 1?selfthrough qu?tative
media and these again are only apprehensible through the pictures
they present. In his general philosophy-to which he ga!e the name

f Anthroposophy because knowledge of man stands at its centre-
?udolfSteiner strove to introduce to this century. a ne:w ?o?ledge
of the living world to which the picture element of 1magma?1on.1sthe
door. In his work for education he strove to foster this J>Icture
element in childhood so that it might form later on the basis for a

new philosophy and a new science.
. fThe question of how this is achieved properly belongs to utur1

more specialised articles in 'Child and Man/ a.1;d,o?ly a fe? genera
indications can here be given. To begin with It is .mterest.mgto ?ee
that Rudolf Steiner transformed that chapter ?f instruction ?hie?
he often described as the beginning of abstraction-th? teachmg 0

the letters of the alphabet. He insisted again and agam .that t?ese
should be presented to the child as pictur?s .s? ?h3:tthe picture ?on-
sciousness should be maintained even in this Initiation to. abstraction.
How hungry children are for such pictures I can tes?ifyfromT?he
experience of teaching Greek letters to much older ?hi?dr?:·

.

e?
long to see a phi (c\))represented as a phulax or guar wit is roun

shield and upright spear ; or a gamma (y) as a geranos or crane,

alighting with his long legs and wings about to be folded on some
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rooftop. When I have told the children, after a few such pictorially
presented letters, that there is no time to do the same with the rest,
they have clamoured to have a whole pictorial alphabet.

Naturally, fairy tales, myths and sagas, which are the very stuff
of imagination, play, an immense part in the life of the younger
children. It is perhaps more significant to call attention to the way
in which over many years the children are introduced to the kingdoms
of nature. At about the tenth year-when the age of fairty-tale
and fable, but not of myth, is passing-the beginning is made not
with plant or animal but with the kingdom of man himself. This
would not have been so surprising to the Greek or Medieval mind,
because in older times people still recognised the image of man as
built in the likeness of God and therefore capable of revealing many
secrets. The upright position of man, the fact that his hands are
free to serve his neighbour, that he can unite his hands in prayer, or
extend them in blessing-the very form of man was held to reveal
his spiritual origin. It was this kind of study of man-not anatomy
and physiology-that Rudolf Steiner wanted to be the prelude to
the child's first conscious grasp of the natural world: then he should
be slowly led from the animal to the plant kingdom, and to the mineral
and the beginning of the sciences in their modern sense. But even
here the children are first of all to experience the picture of what
they see with their eyes. How many children know the Copernican
theory but cannot recognise the constellations, and have never

gazed with reverence at the galaxy? How many have learnt the
Newtonian theory of light waves, but do not know the effect of one
colour on another, or what is the response of the eye when it gazes
on red or green or yellow, or what they really see when they look
through a prism ? This is the last integrity of picture-consciousness--
to know what one really sees; and even this has largely been taken
away from modern science which studies the products of instruments
not the things themselves. This also has to be restored both in the
school and in the world at large. The beginning of scientific thinking
must also be the picture.

THE TRAINING OF THOUGHT AND IMAGINATION
IN THE CLASSROOM

F. R. Woqlls

It is a' marvellous thing to be present when a little child first begins
to use that capacity of the human-soul which we call thinking-
when he puts two and two together, as we say, and is able to call

to mind something previously experienced and use it in a given situa-
tion. I rememberseeingalittlefair-haired boy, whom I knew very-well
toddle fresh from sleep, into the kitchen where his mother was cake?
ma?ing. He had a great desire t? see what was going on and kept
trying to peer over the _table, but it was no good-he was too tiny l
Then suddenly without uttering a sound, he went away quickly and
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came back in triumph with a small stool. This he placed on the floor
near the table and stood upon it with solemn satisfaction, able to see

clearly all the interesting processes of cake-making. In another
household there lived a small boy of three and a half, who was used

daily to watch a very efficient charwoman at work. The charwoman

was called Mrs. Clegg and was a great friend of Timothy's. One day
another charwoman was engaged called Mrs. Lynn. At lunch that

same day Timothy's mother spoke of Mrs. Lynn by name and a

surprised father asked, "Who on earth is Mrs. Lynn?" "She's part
of Mrs. Clegg," said Timothy, before his mother had time 'to answer.

To observe these beginnings of thinking with small children is a

delight, but one has to know the child intimately to be able.to jud&e
whether it is the first time that a particular piece of thmkmg is

being done.

It is obvious that the thinking of the growing child will be greatly
influenced by the events going on. aroun? it and will be the outc?me
of connecting together observations '_Vlt?t?e mem?r? of thu?gs
experienced. Only, of course, every child is different m .its.capa??ty
for observation, in its ability to remember and above all m its ability
to connect what it observes with what it remembers. The environ-

ment of children is of the utmost importance to them, including even

the thoughts of the people around them at home and at school. They
should, wherever possible, be protected from mechanical noises and
from mechanised art in the form of the gramophone, the wireless and
television. Children need to receive art in the form of stories and
music and songs through the medium of real people-through their
p:1.re,:its, teachers and friends who can make a living connection with
them aud gi1ide them in their appreciation of the beautiful. Thus
they receive the tnuu5hi:c +ozether with the sounds of the human voice,
which is not possible in the case o-£ the wireless etc. The child's
thinking develops from its experiences-s-no-e its many· and varied
"meetings" with the stones, the plants and the annuete, and from its
daily contact with human beings, who are engaged in so many arts
and skilled activities which call forth the deepest interest. True
observation is of the greatest help to clear thinking. We should
take great pains to help the child to observe the things around him
in detail and be on our guard against adding theories of how this or

that comes about. Abstract thinking, in the shape of theories or

scientific explanations or intellectually thought out problems to be
solved, have no place in the true development of the child before
the· thirteenth or fourteenth year. Moreover, one can even cause

harm to young children by teaching them subjects in an intellectual,
abstract way. The consciousness of a young child is very different
from that of an adult and only after the age of puberty ought one to

begin to teach them in a way comparable to that in which one would
teach an adult, that is calling upon purely intellectual powers of

thinking.
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?na school run oh the pri?ciples?f Rudolf Steiner it is at the age
of srx plus tha? !ormal teaching begins. Then the children are in-
troduced t? writing, n1:'-Illbe!w?rk and reading in an artistic way,
so ?hat !helf"powers of imagination are nurtured at the same time as

their t?kmg ?evelops. !here is no doubt that those experiences
of the c.hl!dwhich engage its ?hole being he?pthe thinking process,
so that it is good, for example, if when the children learn their tables

they.say t?em ryhthmically to the accompaniment of clapping o;
walku_1gor ?u!11p?ng,arranged in a variety of ways. Thus one brings
the will achvityinto the number work. It is right to use the fingers
?nd toes. for counting and to take shells or nuts to work with when
m?oducmg the foll:1"_rulesof arithmetic. "Here is a heap of nuts,
children. Let us divide them into three lots"-and let the children
count the actual nuts. Later on they will need to be able to divide
a number by three "in their heads", but the experience of number
s?ouldprece?ethe abstract mental process of being able to calculate
without having recourse to actual things. As every teacher knows
some children need actual things to count with for a much longer fime
than others and one should always let these children have them and

n?v:er make ,,themfeel a?hamedof not being able to calculate "in

the!r het1;ds, for t?ey will come to this process in time. The skill
which children acqu1r? when learning to knit is also an aid to thinking
and both boys and girls should· be taught knitting in the handwork
!es.sons. When one comes to teach writing it is also good to give
children

..
as much experience as possible of the forms of the letters,

by allowing t?em to run o? walk in the shape of a letter 'B' for example
as well as pamt or draw it. Not before the age of nine or ten need
they come to small writing with ink. ·

At.abo?t this age of nine or ten the tables of Jengt11 and weight
etc. will be mtroduced and every effort should. be made to teach these
first in a practical way.

.

When in the same year one begins grammar
with the children. one should first try to awaken in them a sense of
awe anrl wonder for the majesty and creative power of language and

t?en t3:ket?em t? the most.active part of speech-the verb.. They
will delight m tellmg and actmg some of the many things that man can

do. They will notice how much less animals can do and still less
the plants. By doing many things in the lesson one can lead them to
an active .experience of.the v??b. I remember one boy of nine who
would not be content with wntmg a few examples of man's activities
but covered some three pages with verbs, and the humour was not
missing! Nouns, adjectiyesand adyerbsdem?nda different approach
but the teacher should aim at helping the children to experience the

?fferent fµI?-ctionsof the various parts of speech. One knows how
JUSt the subject of grammar reveals each childs' capacityforthought,
b?t tp.et?ac?er can do a great deal to tend that capacity so that the
child s thmkmg gr?ws strong and clear. When in other connections

one. needs to e:epI?mthe meaning of words, it is often most helpful
to give a graphic picture of the derivation ; for example, take the word
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aegis. It was Jupiter's shield that was calied Aegis. What better

protection than being under Jupiter's shield t

Hand in hand with allowing the child to gain an experience of

the world, whose content will form the basis of his thinking, we as

parents and teachers need to know intimately all the processes that

take place in the consciousness of the growing child and for this

knowledge we are greatly indepted to Rudolf Steiner. It often

happens that the teaching of history is begun too early, and then

children will make the most wonderful howlers, for they can have no

sense of history as such much before the age of twelve. They have

no faculty developed before this age to appreciate events happening
in the course of time. About the age of thirteen the history of the
discoverers-of Vaco da Gama, Columbus, Magellan and others

make a great appeal to their thirst for adventure and they will also

be able to understand the historical importance of these people who

by their discoveries laid the foundations for our modem era. If

in teaching one can kindle enthusiasm one immediately enhances

the child's possibility of understanding, and this is as true in the

history lesson as in science or language teaching. It is also of the

greatest importance to give the children ideas that are capable of

Il_lt:la.morp?nsis.that is ideas which can change and grow during the
time that hes ahead of them, when they gradually come to maturity.
They can, for instance, at the age of thirteen to fourteen understand
something of the marvellous forces and varying conditions which

bring about the formation of the clouds ; one's own pnthu:,la8m ma.y·

stimulate them to observe the ever ch?n,ging countenance of the sky.
andto ponderon the majesty ofthe thunder storm; one can describe

to them the characteristics of Howard's four basic types of cloud,
cirrus, cumulus; stratus and nimbus, and discuss the findings of science

with regard to the variations of temperature and pressure in the

atmosphere, and perhaps tell something of the discoveries of Heaviside
and Appleton, but if one clamps these things into rigid definitions,
which are incapable of growth, one tends to paralyse the children's

thinking and stultify their imagination, so that in adult life they
cannot think creatively.

"The contents of our thoughts," says Rudolf Steiner, "form in a

certain sense our inner destiny. Yet within the life of thoughts one

thing is entirely our own-the way in which we connect our thoughts
with one another and separate them again. The will in our thought
life is our own." When the children are grown-up we hope that they
will be able to play a full part in the civilisation of their time. For

this they will need to be able to think clearly, appraising the circum-

stances around them with all their faculties, and not depending on

definitions or ready made opinions when they have to make judgments
and draw conclusions. The world in which we live is very complex,
bristling with enormous problems, which demand for their solution

thinking that is comprehensive, creative and clear.
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MIDSUMMER

H. L. Hetherington

A paradox of our times lies in the fact that a materialistic
age is becoming ever less acquainted with the real world, but
builds, both outwardly and inwardly, an artificial environment

foritself. In the education of children one of the most natural, and
rewarding, counter-influences to this tendency is a close study and
deep experience of the four seasons of the year. By being made
conscious of the season in which they live, by being reminded day
by day of the passing of the year in the steady grandeur of its repeti-
tion, children learn a deeper rhythm, a mightier pulse-beat of the
world, which steadies their own and brings perspective and proportion
into their often over-hurried and circumscribed lives.

The four Christian Festivals which mark the turning points of the
seasons are thus high moments in the school year at a Rudolf Steiner
School. Where.the actual day falls outside the school term, prepara-
tion is made nevertheless during the term for an event which will
fall on a day in the holidays. Michaelmas Day (September 29th),
Christmas Day, Easter Sunday and St. John's Day {June 24th) mark
moments of joyous solemnity in the year and are carefully prepared
at school during the preceding weeks.

In this nuuiliCT of ?HILD AND MAN it is my task to speak of
the St. John's Day Festival at 1.ni:d.?nunpr

.
Rnrlnlf "tPinP.r has nftpn

spoken of the spiritual connections of the seasons' and illuminates
much for us. The change from season to season is a change of the
relationship of earth to sky. (It is not forgotten that what is said
here applies only to the northern hemisphere. If one is realistic,
one should celebrate the· Christian Festivals at the opposite times of
the year in Australia). As the spring days lengthen and the power
of the sun grows stronger, the warmth and light draw up the plants
out of the dark recesses of the soil, where they have lain as seeds.
The sky calls to the earth, the earth stirs and rises in the tree sap,
in the budding plants, in the exhalation of water vapour, so that earth
and sky mingle and dream. The subtle and more volatile elements,
of scent, the gentle communication of pollen wafted on light airs
from stem to stem, the ceaseless humming of myriad insects, this is
a life conjured forth by the sun and lived out above the earth's surface.
Earth and sky in the region of air have met and mingled and the
earth dreams the meeting through.

If this is the natural state of summer, one has now to ?k, whatrelationship to all this does the Christian Festival of rnidsumrner
bear? St. John the Baptist, the mighty forerunner of One even
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mightier in his sun-like majesty, has as his festival the summer

solstice. From that moment onward the days shorten and the sun

rises ever more southward on the eastern horizon. The power of the
sun declines until the winter solstice, celebrated as the birth of the
Christ Child. The prophet of whom ?ur Lord said that !herewas nona

mightier than he, nevertheless pomted to Jesus m '!horn th,?
the Christ lived and said: "I must decrease and He must .mcrease.
The mightiest of human figures had nevertheless to pomt to the
Christ and gladly and humbly confess th3:t the new ?ad beei:iborn
and the old, however mighty and grandiose the emmence it had
attained, must give ground to it.

In the passage of the year this truth is enacted ever and again
at the midsummer festival of St. John. Th? .natural ?un must

steadily give way to the new sun-birth, the spiritual st;nhght born
at Christmastime in the grotto at Bethlehe?. The.mighty power
of the physical sun begins at the su?me? s?lstice to gi?e place t? the

spiritual sun which will ray forth with intimate yet kmg!y radiance
at Christmastide. The St. John's l:tirP., ?vhich syrnbol.1:s?sal- t?e·

. Midsumm?r Festival'at so many of the Enghsh Rudolf Sterner Schools
the outward glory of the natural sun, must at last die away to a .low
heap of glowing embers and t?e warm shadows of the s?mer m?ht
creep back again among the circle of watchers about the fire. With
the return of the darkness comes a thought and a picture which lives
in the hearts of all those present. It is this : At that moment _all
those present face another, a second growing darkness, _but .one ?.hi?h
a.,t. -it.:, ·Jccpc=,L 't'nO:tnOn?1wil] !°'P.lit hy ? gr,:,?t a.ml a supernat bght,
irradiating a manger filled with hay.

RUDOLF STEINER SCHOOLS AT HOME AND ABROAD

No. 4. Elmfield School, Stourbridge, Worcs.

Eileen Hutchins

ElmfieldSchool first arose in Birmingham as a ?ranchof the
Sunfield Children's Homes, but owing to the war 1t was unable
to continue and many of the children went to other Rudolf

Steiner Schools. In 1945 however there was once more a demand for
a School. The children of some of the first teachers of Elmfield and
even of one of the first pupils were now of school age and their parents
were anxious for them to have a Rudolf Steiner education. A little
Nursery Class was started in a room at Clent Grove lent for the purpose
but for the work to grow and become established some kind of per-
manent premises had to be found. At this time buildings were very
difficult to acquire and although huts and work shops, parish halls
and vacant houses were all searched in turn, no place seemed suitable.
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At last a house was found near Stourbridge which offered what was
required. Park Hill was a very large private house standing on a

slope: overlooking the wide countryside and surrounded by gardens
and a field of its own. There were many light airy rooms and the
house could accommodate a school of at least six or seven clasess.
There was one difficulty which nevertheless in the end turned out to·
be a great blessing. The house had been taken over by the military
authorities during the war and had been occupied by both English
and American troops who had left their trade marks. Windows were

broken, boards ripped up and electric wiring torn out. The garden
was equally desolate, for lorries had ploughed up the lawn and every-
where was a wilderness of thistles and long grass. Yet the whole
place had an atmosphere of peace and among the weeds there bloomed
red and white roses.

The house offered wonderful possibilities, but how could it be
bought and repaired ? What supporter, however interested, could
raise several thousand pounds for the purchase of such an estate.
And .w.ho would risk such a venture when the number of certain
pupils was less than lwtmly? IL was at thi? moment that the fathP.r
of one of the original teachers came upon the scene and bought the
house for the school to start its work. The wrecked condition of the
building now proved an asset for it scared away other would-be
purchasers.

Next came the long processof obtaining permits to repair the
damage, and bythe time each department had forwarded the forms
to another the summer was well· advo.nced .. Armies ot workers earned
on their improvements at top speed, but the opening day of the school
drew near before the work was nearly finished. The school furniture
was carried in under ladders and scaffolding and the pioneer teachers
had to sleep in empty attics and cook over a solitary electric toaster
which broke under the strain. But no words can describe the
enthusiasm of those early times.

With a great deal of help from generous friends and supporters a
sufficient part of the building was at last in good order for the opening
to take place. On October 16th 1946 parents, teachers and children
gathered together and thought with gratitude of the great teacher
Rudolf Steiner through whom they had come together to found this
work.

The first group of teachers owed a great deal to the experience they
had gained in their connection with Clent Grove.

In its first term Elmfield had 32 children and 5 full time teachers.

Difficulties were by no means over
..

The first winter was very
severe and coke was in short supply so that more than once the school
was on the point of having to close for lack of fuel. But each time the
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situation was saved by some kind friend giving timely aid. The
garden was also at first a heavy burden, as it was entirely overgrown
with weeds and the first gardeners proved incompetent. However
in spite of all these difficulties the school grew steadily. Equipment
and accommodation soon became a problem. The largest room in
the school was no longer adequate for Gym. and Eurhythmy and was

crowded out at end-of-term Assemblies. In the second year a Parents
Association was formed, and has since given the most generous and
valuable help. This Association has erected a large army hut in the
grounds to serve as an Assembly Hall and Gym. Although it does
not yet look very beautiful from the outside, visitors on entering are

agreeably surprised to find a most attractive hall with a splendid
floor and stage.

Parents and teachers worked together.painting and distempering
the walls and ceiling. To meet the cost of the building the parents

· themselves have given many social functions.

Elmfield School has journeyed a long way since that first morning
in October, 1946. Two hostels have been opened in tho no.i8hhvu1·-
hood, every available space in tho .:,\:.llOuI ts now in use and the teachers'
room is so small tha.t not all the staff can be there together. A hut
h? be?u procured and plans drawn up to provide for three new class-
rooms but owing to the present restrictions on building we are still
waiting for the final permit toerect them. ·

·

There are now 150 pupils (eight classes and a Nursery Class)
and in September, 1951 the eldest group entered the Upper School.
Although the classes are relatively small there is a regular flow
of new pupils of all ages including three from America.

.

Every Rudolf Ste?er sch?ol has its own particular difficulties
m the struggle to acquire premises and staff and to win understandingf?om .the parents. The increasing anxiety caused by the world
situation and by the rising s= of living, offers little encouragementto a w?rk of free en?erp?se. Nevertheless there is a quality of
growth m a work which is founded on an understanding of man
In the words of Florence Nightingale "The small still beginning th?
simple hardship, the silent and gradual struggle upwards· thes? are
the climate in which an enterprise really thrives and grows."
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

1. Should my child go to the cinema and watch television ?

(These two articles are reprinted from the Michael Hall Letter, by
kind permission).

A. C. Harwood.

Thereare many levels on which the mechanical reproduction of
pictures, music and the human voice can be discussed in their
relation to the lives of children. Their most obvious danger is

that, especially with wireless and television, children are inevitably
subjected to things which are quite unsuitable for them. I do not

suppose that there is a house in the country with a wireless set or

television where children are not fairly constantly hearing or seeing
things which are unsuitable for them to hear or see. It is one of the
tragedies of our times also to witness the number of children present
in the cinema when unsuitable and even objectionable films are being
shown.

. .

Thereare, however, many other o.?pects of the matter to be taken
into consideration as well. Especially with r??a.rd to the wireless
the very fact that it is so often left on when there is nothing·?uitable
or interesting for children to hear, breeds habits of half attention
which are extremely difficult to eradicate. At Michael Hall we are
convinced from our twenty-seven years of teaching fhat children
today have not the same power of attention as they had a quarter or
a century ago, and we have found that this conviction is supported
by teachers in other schools. To many people and to not a few child-
ren the presence of something going on in the background, to which
only scattered attention is paid, has become a necessity of life.
Children, who are accustomed to listen to a voice to which no special
attention or respect need be paid and which is often switched off
in an arbitrary manner, lose their natural respect for a voice of a real
person telling them things which it is important for them to hear.
The wireless is already breeding a generation who cannot listen,
and there is a real danger that television will make a generation
which cannot see.

There is, however, a still deeper aspect of the matter which was
touched upon by the Archbishop of Canterbury, when he recently
opposed the idea of bringing television into the schools because it
cuts across the human relationship between teacher and pupil. Not
the teacher who knows the children, but a Corporation who knows
them not, decides what they shall see and hear and when they shall
see and hear it. For a child there is an immense difference between
hearing something told them by a person whom they know, respect
and love, and hearing even the same thing uttered by an impersonal
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voice. This difference is one of the many points which brings to light
the attack made in our time on the human soul. There is little in
our modern civilisation to stimulate the finer qualities of love and
devotion in the intercourse between human souls. Many
people today hardly distinguish between the real voice, which is the
product of living breath and living soul, and the dead mechanical
reproduction which comes from the vibration· of dead substance in
the wireless. Nor do they distinguish between real movement in its
rhythmical flow and the series of static pictures which make the
illusion of movement on the cinema. It is true that the consciousness
is not able to move fast enough to detect the series of jerks which make
up the movement of a film. The unconscious, however, the deeper
part of the soul, experiences such things so that people of finer per-
ceptions feel jangled and wearied after a film in a way they do not
after a play. All who have studied Rudolf Steiner's work would
appreciate how much more this means for children who receive
impressions of the outer world right into their physical body than it
does for the adult. It builds into them something of a mechanical
quality at a time when the life-body and the soul need nourish-
ment from what is richly natural and richly human.

A similar mechanical illusion is found on the television screen,
which also shares with the films one eminently bad quality which is
typical of the modern age. In the modem theory of sense perception
the senses are purely passive. The eye, for instance, is a sensitive
camera receiving different vibrations of light on the retina. Rudolf
Steiner always attacked this one-sided view of sense perception ; for
he always regarded the senses as active entities embracing also the
energy of the will. In the eye there is the meeting place of nerve

activity, the ?earer of pure sensitiveness, and blood activity, the
bearer of the will. Everyone who looks at a painting feels instinctively
that he must not stand in one fixed position in front of it. He
will move backwar?sand forwards, to left and to right, to get dif-
fere?t aspect?. T.h1snot only brings his whole body into motion,
but it also brmgs mto play the fine muscles and activity of the eye.
In a theatre, al?o,the interest in the acting is an interest in depth.
A_nactor .speakm.gfrom the back of the stage makes an entirely
different impression from one who speaks from the footlights.
The eye is always travelling from background to foreground, and to
background again. At the films, however, or before the television
screen, the focus of the eye is alwaysjconstant, The activity of sense

perception is dimmed and a purely passiveattitude is adopted in the
sense itself to what is placed before it. This is a subtle difference,
but one of immense importance. It can be illustrated by this
difference. Sometimes one goes for a country walk with a man whose
senses are really active, and then it is astonishing how much there is
to be seen, what fine distinctions of colour and form are perceived.
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At other times, one has the company of a man whose senses are pas-
sive, and then even a beautiful piece of country becomes somehow
flat and uninteresting. The television will certainly develop the
latter kind of man rather than the former.

I was recently in America where television is almost universal,
and everywhere between the two coasts teachers told me of the bad
effects it was having on children. When a child is accustomed to

having everything presented to him in ready made pictures, he loses
the faculty of making his own pictures, in imagination. Normally,
when one tells a story to a class of young children, one can see plainly,
far more plainly than with adults, that, listening to your words, they
are painting a wonderful picture in the 'minds eye of castles and
forests and giants and heroes. This ability to make pictures in the
mind is one of the most precious capacities of childhood and one

of the most valuable and practical gifts which childhood can make
"to adulthood. I would beg all parents to think very carefully before
they introduce into their homes a modem mechanical device which
possesses an immense fascination for children but which tends to

destroy in the child one of the most childlike and beautiful qualities
of the mind.

And with regard to the wireless, I would say, keep it from your
children as long as you can. They will be far better employed when
themselves engaged in active occupations. It is, indeed, one of the
results of modern, easy, mechanical means of amusement that children
today often do not know what to do with themselves unless some
entertainment is provided for them. When the children are older,
perhaps over fourteen, and there may be something important and
valuable for them to hear, let them go to the wireless with the same

expectation and concentration as they would go to hear a real man

really speaking or real music being played by real musicians. Then,
out of the powers of their own soul, they may be able to make good
something of that soul quality which is essentially lacking in all
means of mechanical reproduction. If parents and teachers combine
together in such an attitude, they will really be fighting a battle
for the .human soul which so many powers and influences are attack-
ing at the present time.

H. Gebert.

If we want to understand the most pernicious effects of wire-
less, cinema and television on the development of children it
will be necessary to study more closely the functioning of these

apparatuses on the one hand, and of our sense organs on the other.
The effort involved in this will be well rewarded because it may enable
us to understand the causes of many deleterious effects which have
·been observed by educators and parents.

ts

I want, first of all, to draw attention to one aspect of the function-
ing. of our eyes and ears, which is usually overlooked. We often
think that they are just passive in receiving light and sound impres-
sions which are then conducted to the brain by the nerves. A few
very simple observations will convince us that this is not the whole
story.

,
If we look at a very bright light, such as an electric bulb or the sun

and shut our eyes afterwards we can see a brightly coloured image
of the. light. The colours of that image change continuously and
rhythmically and the picture only fades away very gradually. Care-
ful observation. can convince one that the colours which appear
follow a definite pattern depending on the brightness of the source
and its general appearance, they are not at all fortuitous.

Another very beautiful and interesting phenomenon can be
observed every day and is a more delicate variant of the one described
above. Look at any object whatsoever, preferably one with strong
contrasts of light and shade and having well defined colour. After
about one minute's concentrated observation tum your eyes to any
neutral surface such as a grey or cream wall. You will see an exact
image of the object only with dark and light reversed and every
colour giving rise to its opposite or complementary colour.

Once this phenomenon has been consciously observed it will be
noticed everywhere. Dark objects seen against a light background
often appear to be surrounded by a bright halo, which is nothing
but such an after image conjured up by slight movements of the eye.
These effects do therefore. take place all the time whether we observe
them or not.

Similar effects can be observed in the case of hearing, though
they are not so immediately obvious. Everyone will, however, have
experienced how a very rhythmical tune urges them to march or
dance, or how a sharp sudden noise 'makes them jump.' In children
and primitive peoples the conscious control which civilised adults
have over their reactions, is not there, and it will often be observed
how they burst into dance spontaneously on hearing music. Starting
from these crude and gross effects we can train our observation and
we shall finally be able to convince ourselves that every sound
stimulus is followed by an inner reaction of movement just as a
light stimulus from outside gives rise to colour reaction from inside
the organism.

If space permitted it would be possible to enlarge on these observa-
tions but everyone can· make them for himself. I am here only
concerned to show that these and similar phenomena make it clear
how any act of perception is always the result of an outer stimulus
and a reaction of the organism which in the case of sound goes very
deep indeed, so far in fact that it can move the limbs.
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Once one takes these conclusions seriously one will have to be

very much more careful about the sense impressionsto which one

exposes children. It is well known that all organs m the body are

shaped and maintained by the work thef do
..

An athlete devel.ops
his muscles by constant use. If achange m habits makes the services

of any organ superfluous the organ will atrophy in due course. People
who have had their legs in plaster for a long time have to learn to
walk again when the plaster is taken o!f. Eveybo?,y?svery careful
to give young children healthy exercises for their hmbs so that
bone and muscle should grow rightly. We are most concerned with
with the diet of babies, so that their digestion may have a proper
development. We are not, however, so conscious that what a child
sees or hears forms the sense organs in the same way 'as movement
forms the limbs. That does not apply only to what is consciously
perceived but to everything that makes an impression on eye and ear.

Now we must turn to the actual functioning of wireless, cinema
and television.

It is well known that every sounding object vibrates. The air around
it vibrates and these vibrations are carried to the ear of the listener
and stimulate it. In the wireless studio a very light object such as

a flexible metal plate or a paper cone are substituted for the ear

of the listener. These light objects are made to vibrate by the
vibrating air and these vibrations are turned into electrical oscilla-
tions which are sent out by the transmitter. They are collected by
the aerial of the receiver and activate a light object similar to that
in the studio which in its turn will set up air vibrations to stimulate
the listener's ear. The air vibrations in the listener's room will be

very similar to those in the studio and the same sounds will there-
fore be heard in both places. This is a rough outline of what happens.
Again we must take the trouble to look at it in more detail.

Every tone has its characteristic vibration. The speed of the
vibrations depends on the pitch of the note. The same note played
on different instruments has quite a different quality and this
difference is expressed in the shape of the vibrations. This shape
can be rendered visible if the sound is allowed to impinge on a very
sensitive. gasflame, the positions of which can be recorded by high
speed photography. Pictures obtained in this way show that there
is not only a difference in shape if the same note is produced by
different instruments but even a difference In skill of the performers
can be detected. Once one has seen the complicated shapes produced
even by one instrument as by a single vowel sound well articulated
one will start to wonder whether any membrane, however light and
sensitive, can ever truly reproduce the vibrations of an orchestra or
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of human speech. It is in fact well known that this is impossible. Every
solid body when set vibrating will naturally emit only a very few
notes. The tone of a dropping coin for instance has often been used
to test its genuineness, so characteristic is it. When set vibrating
artificially every membrane will therefore favour its own character-
istic tones and if a wireless engineer wants to produce an instrument
with good reproduction he installs two loudspeakers one for the higher'
and one for the lower notes.

If we consider all this it is obvious that the actual sounds produced
by the wireless are poor imitations only of the original. Adults
can supply out of their experience what is missing and that is why
the deficiencies may pass unnoticed.

It is clear however that an ear formed under the influence of
such crude sounds will be much inferior to one which has not been
exposed to that influence. The ear of an adult is finished, it has
hardened and will therefore not be so very much affected by listening
to the wireless. A child's ear however is still soft and pliable and any
sound which it receives leaves its mark. Moreover, we have seen

that the response to sound penetrate? right .into the deepest regions
of the organism and may help or hinder its proper development.
In view of this one may like to consider how much of the crudity
pervading our whole civilisation, how much of th? lack of attention
and sensitivity which many teachers, not only m Rudolf Steiner
Schools have noticed, can be explained by the fact that a largenumbe; of children have to grow up to the constant accompaniment
of radio.

Now let us turn to cinema and television. Both these instruments
reckon with a physiological phenomenon called 'persistence of vision'
If impressions follow each other at the rate of more than fifteen or

sixteen a second the eyes cannot distinguish them as separate images,
they all merge into one blur. In the cinema we are really presented
with separate pictures which differ only very little from each other.
They are made to follow at the rate of about twenty per second.
The illusion of movement is brought about because one picture is
still present in the eye while the next slightly different one is already
being received. In television the same is the case, only the situation
is worse because each picture is not a whole but is drawn by a spot
of light which moves over the screen with incredible speed. The

coating on the screen is responsible for keeping the first bit visible
while the next is being produced rather like the coating of the figures
and hands of a watch makes them luminous after the real source of

light has been extinguished.
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BOOKS ON EDUCATION
BY RUDOLF STEINER

The Study of Man ; Lectures to Teachers ; A Report by
Albert Steffen ; The Spiritual Ground of E?uca.tion; E?entials
of Education · The Education of the Child m the Light of
Anthroposophy; Eurhythmy as Visible Speech ; The Four
Temperaments.

By Other Authors
The Way of a Chiid (A. C. Harwood); The Golden Years (J.
Benians); The Child at Play (C. uo« Heydebranai;Ru?olf
Steiner's Art of Education (L. F. Edmunds) ; A Practical Guide
for Parents and Teachers (Ursula Grahl); The Basic Principles
of Eurhythmy (Annemarie Dubach-Donath) ; The Key to the

Kingdom (Elizabeth Gmeyner and Joyce Russell).
Child and Man

Published quarterly is obtainable from the Bookshops, any
Rudolf Steiner School, or direct from :

The Secretary, Child and Man, Michael House, Ilkeston,
Derbyshire,

RUDOLF STEINER BOOK CENTRE & PUBLISHING Co.
54, BLOOMSBURY STREET, W.C.1.

ANTHROPOSOPHICAL PUBLISHING Co.
35, PARK ROAD, LONDON, N.W.1.

In the light of the previous discussion it will be clear what the
'persistence of vision,' that time of one-sixteenth or so of a second,
r_eallyi?. It is the ?imewhich the organism requires to respond to
light stimulus entenng the eye. If you therefore want to picture
the condition of an eye when it watches cinema or television you
must imagine yourself having to do something at such a speed that
?ou cannot really do it. Trying to read the advertisements along
a fast moving escalator would be something in that direction. It
goes without saying what the effect of such treatment is on eyes which
are still in their formative period. It will at once explain the head-
aches which some sensitive children and also adults get in the cinema
and in front of the television screen and it will account for the
nervousness which can be observed at school in those children who
regularly suffer from these amusements. ·

When they read of the way in which the feet of Chinese girls are
mutilated when they are young for the sake of beauty, most people
are rightly indignant, but the same people might easily, for lack of
knowledge of the real facts, expose their own children to a more
subtle but just as pernicious mutilation. A mutilation moreover
which does not only affect the life of the child but the life of the whole
of society. It is through our sense organs .that we stand in conscious
communication with other men and with the rest of the world.
Stunted senses cut men off from the world and from each other,
they Ie3:dd!rectlyto the ideas which cannot cope with reality and to
the antisocial behaviour from which our economic life is suffering.
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training through studies based
on the world outlook of Rudolf
Steiner conducted by specialists
in the different branches of work.

The College Year consists of three
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1952 and July 17th, 1953.
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HAWKWOOD COLLEGE,
STROUD, GLOS.

Telephone: Stroud 607.
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